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Queen's Square 

"Shops, Restaurants and much more"

Queen's Square is another of Yokohama's modern success stories.

Opened in 1996, it is almost a city in itself, combining business and

commercial zones with cultural facilities. Altogether, it has a total floor

space of about 500,000 sq. m. and houses specialty shops, offices,

restaurants, a concert hall (the Yokohama Minato Mirai Hall), and the

485-room Pan-Pacific Hotel Yokohama. In the center of this huge complex

there is an atrium that starts at B3 and goes up to the 5F. Take a walk

along the Queen Mall, a huge shop and restaurant-lined passageway that

runs right through Queen's Square linking the Landmark Plaza with the

Pacifico Yokohama. If you do not want to do any shopping, stop by for a

break in one of the many restaurants or cafes.

 +81 45 682 1000  www.qsy.co.jp/  2-3 Minato-Mirai, Yokohama
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MARK IS 

"The Mall That Has It All"

MARK IS is a mall in Yokohama that has stores for one and all. Shopping

here includes categories such as footwear, clothing, household items, pet

accessories and adventure sports equipment. The mall is centrally located

and has hotels, restaurants, art museum and a dock area at close vicinity.

The mall is quite spacious and a good way to spend time. During festivals

the mall is decorated and looks very beautiful. People come over to look

how well the mall is decked up for the season. Not only is it a great place

to hangout with friends and families, but it is also a great place to shop.

 +81 45 224 0650  www.mec-

markis.jp/mm/info/index.html

 3-5-1 Minatomirai, Yokohama
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Bay Quarter Yokohama 

"A Shopping Center with an Ocean View"

Bay Quarter Yokohama is a ship-shaped shopping mall on the waterfront

facing Yokohama Port and Minatomirai. There are plenty of cafes and

unique restaurants you can enjoy while taking in the view or feeling the

ocean breeze on the terrace. The building is directly connected to JR

Yokohama Station and is only a three-minute walk away. The building also

has a depot for Seabass, a transit line on the sea, and is close to

attractions like Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse and Yamashita Park.

 www.yokohama-bayquarter.com/web/english/  1-10 Kinkoucho, Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama
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Sotetsu Joinus 

"Massive Shopping Mall"

This huge shopping mall is conveniently located just inside the west exit

of Yokohama Station and it has something for just about everybody. There

are four floors above ground and two basement levels and each floor has

a theme (or a variation on a theme). There are over 300 outlets in this

complex, including boutiques, brand and specialty shops, restaurants,

coffee shops, as well as, shops selling local and overseas delicacies.

Although most of the stores represent popular brands and are therefore

not the cheapest shops in town, there are frequent bargain sales when

you can come away feeling pleased with what you have bought.

 +81 45 319 2438  www.sotetsu-joinus.com/  1-5-1 Minamisaiwai, Yokohama
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Ships 

"Stylish Shop & Stylish Clothes"

On the first and second floor of Yokohama More's is Ships, a stylish

clothing shop for men and women. Both the shops are uncluttered and

well lit with wooden flooring and plenty of space. Women's wear includes

dresses, tunics, shirts, sweaters and some party wear, as well as jewelry,

hats, bags and comfortable designer shoes. The men's shop has a suit

section, with formal shirts and ties, as well as a more casual range of

sweaters, shirts and T-shirts. Men also have a wide selection of

accessories to choose from, such as shoes, bags, leather wallets and

watches. -AH

 +81 45 290 5128  www.shipsltd.co.jp/  Nanko 1-3-1, 1F & 2F Yokohama More’s,

Yokohama
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Yokohama More’s 

"More, More, More"

Yokohama More's is a shopping/dining complex that hosts multiple stores

and restaurants. The basement contains a slot and pachinko hall, while

floors one to six are for shopping. Mobile phone shops are on the seventh

floor, and you'll find all the restaurants on the eighth. The ninth floor

features bars and restaurants, including a shrimp and oyster bar. This all-

inclusive mall also has a travel agent, beauty salons, a music shop,

sporting goods, a cooking school and a multitude of small boutiques and

gift shops. Shops are open until 9p and restaurants until 11p or midnight.

-AH

 +81 45 311 1471  yokohama-mores.jp/  1-3-1 Nanko, Nishi-ku, Yokohama
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